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Laser oriented

K for time reversal

symmetry

measurements
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(Received 29 September 1994)

K (half-life 0.34 sec) through laser optical
We have produced very large nuclear alignments in radioactive
K was created through (p, n) reactions using a 50 nA, 22 MeV proton beam, and
pumping techniques. The
a 3.3 atmosphere
Ar target. Measurements were made with the target cell at room temperature, when direct
optical pumping produces nuclear orientation in the
K, and at elevated temperatures 160 C and 180 'C)
where the K is oriented through a combination of direct optical pumping and spin exchange. The fraction of
the maximal nuclear alignment for the 180 'C data was determined to be 0.46~0.07 stat~0. 05 syst through
measurements of the y-ray anisotropy following positron decay. Roughly 10 or more decays of oriented
K occurred each second. The application of the superallowed decay of K to measurements of time-reversal
symmetry in P decay is discussed.
PACS number(s):

29.25.Pj, 23.40.Bw, 24.80.Dc, 27.30.+t

In this paper we report the first production of large
K through laser
nuclear alignment (tensor polarization) in
optical pumping techniques. In particular, we explore both
direct optical pumping and orientation primarily through spin
exchange with optically pumped natural K. Our choice of
K is motivated by its suitability for tests for time reversal
(T) invariance in p decay as well as its amenability to laser
orientation techniques. We demonstrate that laser oriented
sources of K can be produced with large alignment and
source strength, in spite of its extremely short half-life (0.34

Improving the sensitivity of experimental tests of time
reversal (T) invariance in nuclear p decay is important because the phenomenon of CP violation is not yet well understood, and the observation of a violation of T symmetry in
nuclear systems would signal new physics beyond the stanK and a
dard model [1]. A simplified decay scheme for
sample spectrum from our intrinsic Ge detectors is depicted
in Fig. 1. We suggest that the superallowed decay branch to
the 6.61 MeV, 2+, T=1 level is potentially a good candidate for tests of T invariance. Decays to this branch result in
the prompt emission of several y rays, enabling one to measure the fivefold angular correlation proportional to (for an
El y transition) EJ (p, Xk)(J k), where is the nuclear
spin, p, is the electron momentum vector, k is the photon
momentum vector, and E is a coefficient characterizing the
size of the T noninvariant effect [2]. The appearance of
twice in the above vector formula indicates that this correlation is proportional to the alignment of the nuclear spin substates. Because this is a p decay between isobaric analog
states, such a measurement provides an effective method for
detection of a T noninvariant phase through the interference
terms between the Fermi and Gamow- Teller amplitudes
present in this decay. The strong p decay branch to the 1.97
MeV, 2+ level in Ar is a pure Gamow-Teller decay, which
results in y emission as well. This branch, which is expected
to be relatively insensitive to T violation [3], can serve as a
test of angular correlations measurements designed to detect
a T noninvariant phase.
The experimental apparatus is depicted in Fig. 2. A 50 nA,
1 mm diam, 22 MeV proton beam is passed through a spherical glass target cell, 2.5 cm diam, containing 3.3 atm of

Ar, a few milligrams of natural K, and about 500 Torr of
nitrogen. An important feature of this paper is that the beamK is effectively trapped at the locagenerated radioactive
tion at which it is created because of the high pressures in the
target cell. The characteristic time for a K atom created at the
center of the cell to diffuse to the cell wall is many
K half
lives. The cell is placed in a glass oven, designed to provide
heating by immersing it in a Aow of hot air. Data were taken
at temperatures of 33 'C, 160 'C, and 180 'C.
In this paper we have exploited two mechanisms to orient
radioactive
K: direct optical pumping and spin exchange
with polarized natural K. At 33 'C, the direct optical pumpK atom, and the spin
ing rate is about 6X10" Hz per
exchange rate is negligible (see Table I for the natural K
densities in the cell). At 180 'C, the direct optical pumping
rate is only about 2X10 Hz because the laser radiation is
attenuated by the natural K in the cell, whereas the spin
exchange rate is about 9 X 10 Hz. Thus, for a reasonably
high K polarization (certainly attained in this paper), the orientation of the
K should proceed predominantly by spin
exchange. The inclusion of natural K to effect K natural
K spin exchange also helps neutralize
K ions by resonant
charge exchange [4] and virtually guarantees the establishment of a well-defined spin temperature. The presence of a
well-defined spin temperature ensures that large
K polarization will correlate to large higher rank orientations [5].
Laser photons are produced by a Ti:sapphire laser pumped
by an Argon-ion laser. The laser beam is passed through a
circular polarizer, expanded to fill the target cell, and directed into the cell parallel to an applied magnetic field of 15
Gauss. The laser is tuned to the D1 line (769.9 nm), and the
laser linewidth, together with the effects of pressure broadening [6], ensures that all of the K isotopes considered in this
experiment are optically pumped. At the cell there is an estimated 2.5 W of laser power available for optical pumping.
Two 80 cm germanium detectors, one placed along the
magnetic field axis and one at nominally 90' to the axis,
were used to determine the intensities of the y-ray Aux from
the
Ar nuclei. Because of backgrounds while the proton
beam is on, we use a data acquisition cycle in which the
proton beam is turned on for 0.5 sec, and then, after a 0.02
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FIG. 1. A portion of the germanium

Ar
spectrum from our
target cell is shown, with an inset depicting a simplified decay
scheme for
K. The resolution of the germanium detectors was
about 8 —10 kev (due primarily to neutron damage) in the region of
interest.

sec interval, data are acquired for 0.5 sec. To isolate the
effects of the laser induced orientation, the laser beam is
modulated as well. An acquisition cycle is performed with
the laser on, then with the laser off. Thus, a full data acquisition cycle takes 2 sec to complete.
A typical decay spectrum for K measured in our germanium detectors is depicted in Fig. 1. The y-ray anisotropy for
the 180 C data, or the change in the y-ray intensity when
the laser beam is turned on and off, is depicted in Fig. 3
(corresponding to 18 h of data acquisition). These data demonstrate that a significant degree of nuclear orientation results from illuminating the target cell with laser light. We
also note that there was no measurable anisotropy (as exP line (see Fig. 1) at 1.77 MeV
pected) in the very strong
which was present because of the
Si(p, n) P reaction in
the glass walls of the ceH. The ratio of the
K to P gamma
intensities together with the value for the
P absolute cross
section [7] provides a lower limit to the
K production of
about 10 atoms jactivation cycle.
The y-ray emission angular distribution from an oriented
sample can be described using the notation of Steffen and
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FIG. 3. Shown is the laser on/laser off anisotropy for a portion
of the y spectrum from our target at 180 C. Labeled is a line from
P decay, which comes from the glass cell, and lines in the Ar
daughter of K decay. Note that the anisotropies of the
Ar lines
reverse for the 0' and 90' detectors. The line from
P shows no
anisotropy, as expected.

Alder [8] (here only dipole and quadrupole
tions are considered):

gamma

transi-

W (fl) = Wp[1+ fB2U2A202P2(cos8)

+ fB4U4A4Q4P4(cosO) ].
B2 is the alignment

and

84

is the

f

"octupole moment" of the nuclear orientation. The factor
is the fraction of the
K that is in an atomic state which can
be optically pumped. A value for which is less than 1.0 can
result, for example, from the possibility that some of the
K has chemically bonded to the glass walls of the cell or
that some of the
K is in an ionic state. The other terms in
the above expression are specific to the given transition:
U„describes the effects of unobserved intermediate P and
y radiation, A „describes the dependence of the transition on

f
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FIG. 2. A schematic representation of the experimental geometry is depicted above (not shown is the germanium detector placed
at 90' to the magnetic field axis).

the multipolarity of the gamma ray from the matrix elements,
and Q„describes the effects of finite source and detector
sizes ("smear out" effects). The P„are the Legendre polynomials and 8 is the angle between the detector (the gammaray's momentum vector) and the quantization axis. Equation
(1) was used to compute, for each gamma transition the
super-ratio, R, :
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TABLE I. Experimental

T'C

R, for 1.97 MeV

Bz/B2 (max)

1x10'

0.808~ 0.020
0.822~ 0.035
0.79 ~ 0.026

0.39~ 0.04~ 0.04
0.36~ 0.08~ 0.04
0.46~ 0.07~ 0.05

3 x10"

9x10"

W~tt(

90' )

(2)

W~„(90')

0'

where W~„(,@(H) is the y emission rate at
for the laser
is independent, to first order, of the proton beam
on(off).
Aux and the detector efficiencies.
The fact that we do not observe complete alignment of the
K can be attributed to at least two factors: that the spin
temperature is not zero (all K atoms in the highest spin state)
or that the factor is less than 1.0. Our strategy is to assume
a constant value of and vary the spin temperature to fit the
measured value for
. Because is not determined by this
work, we define the quantity B2=fB2, w—
hich is effectively
the alignment averaged over all the
K in the cell, including
the
K that cannot be optically pumped. In the limit that the
B4 term in Eq. (1) goes to zero, the value of B2 that best fits
the data is completely insensitive to the value of chosen. In
our case, the ratio of B2/B4 is fixed by the spin temperature.
However, for our measurement, the effect of the B4 term is
small (regardless of the value of f), and the systematic uncertainty we observe by allowing
to vary over the entire
range permitted by our 180 'C data is less than ~ 7% of the
quoted value of B2/B2(max). The value of
used was
0.74~ 0.26, where the uncertainty covers the entire range of
admitted by the 180 'C data.
The two strongest gamma-ray lines (1.97 MeV and 2.43
MeV) in the decay of K were used to determine the degree
of alignment. The P-decay and y-decay data in the literature
serves to adequately characterize the predicted y-ray fluxes
[10,11], with the notable exception of the ratio
8= (M2/E1) between M2 and E1 gamma decay amplitudes
in the 2.43 MeV line. The procedure we adopted was to do a
least-squares fit to the 180 'C data for both the 1.97 MeV
and 2.43 MeV lines while simultaneously
varying the spin
temperature and the mixing ratio 8 in the 2.43 MeV transition. From this procedure
we deduce
a value
of
6=0.12~0.06. We note that only the high temperature
(180 'C) data were used to determine 8, because it is in this
case that the spin-temperature limit is expected to be most
reliable.
The Q factors were estimated through a simple computer
program based on work by Krane et al. [9]. They are very
close to one (Qq=0. 99, Q4=0. 98) and show little variation
over a very wide range of experimental configurations.
With these values specified we are able to determine the
value of 82 that best fits our data. The measured values for
several temperatures are listed in Table I. The first uncertainty listed is the statistical uncertainty (at the 67% confidence level) and the second is the systematic uncertainty due
to the p-decay and y-ray emission data, the detector geometry f, and the fitting procedure. The largest contributors to
the systematic uncertainty were a ~7%%uo contribution from a

8,

f

8,

f

f

f

f

f

results.

K No. density (atoms/cc)

33~ 2
160~ 2
180~2

f

52

number of small gamma branches which feed the 1.97 MeV
line and for which no multipolarity information is known,
and ~7% from the uncertainty in
From
. the data we conclude that we have demonstrated that both direct optical
pumping and spin exchange are effective techniques for oriK. Our results seem particularly
enting the short-lived
promising when one notes that we have not yet optimized
our experimental technique to minimize wall depolarization
effects, and yet the measured alignments correspond to polarization of about 70% if
to nearly 100% if
5

f

f=1

(t'= 0.74 ~ 0.26).

f=0.

We now discuss some of the details of a measurement of
K. The contribution of the E coefficient to
the general p —y angular distribution has been calculated by
several authors [12—14] and the E coefficient itself can be
expressed in terms of the decay form factors (with
being
the Fermi and
being the Gamow-Teller form factors)

T invariance in

"a"

"c"

[12]:

E=2

ac
a 2 +cz

sin@+ higher order terms,

where P is the T noninvariant phase between the decay amplitudes. Using a shell model value [15] of c =0.13 for the
Gamow-Teller decay strength to the 2+ state at 6.61 MeV in
K, one estimates that the E=0.18 sing in K decay.
Presently, the most sensitive tests of T symmetry in
nuclear p decay have come from studies of the mirror p
Ne~ F+ e+ + v [17],
decays, n +p+ e i7 [16]—and
of the triple angular correlation
through measurements
where
is the nuclear spin, p, is the elecDJ (p, X pR), —
tron momentum vector, and pR is the recoil nucleus momentum vector. Here D is now the coefficient characterizing the
size of a T noninvariant effect (experiments set a limit of
D~0.6&&10 ). We note here that D= —0.52 sin@ for
Ne decay.
There are several advantages to measurements of the E
coefficient in K. First, the y rays resulting from
K decays are emitted promptly, permitting very high coincidence
rates. In contrast, when measuring D coefficients, one measures a slowly recoiling nucleus with a relatively large
spread in velocities. Because one must measure P particles
in coincidence with these ions, a very long coincidence window is necessary at present, limiting the coincidence rates
one can practically attain. Thus, measurements of the E coefficient circumvent one of the technical challenges facing
future D coefficient measurements. Second, one can achieve
these high coincidence rates (and the necessary nuclear
alignment) using the laser orientation techniques demonstrated in this paper and a highly segmented detector array to
detect the
K decays. Finally,
K is an excellent system
from the perspective of evaluating the effects of electromagnetic scattering of the outgoing positron off the fields

J
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of the nucleus, also called "Anal-state" effects. Such scatterK decays proceed by two
ing can mimic T noninvariance.
main branches; measurements of decays in the mixed branch
between isotopic analog states should be sensitive to T noninvariance, while measurements of the pure Gamow-Teller
branch should be much less sensitive to T noninvariance.
Perhaps more significantly, the final-state effects are also expected to be much smaller (i.e., zero to first order in nuclear
recoil amplitudes) in the Gamov-Teller branch [12].Thus, in
one branch, one may effectively measure a "zero, providing
the experimenter with a way of evaluating size of spurious
effects which can mimic a real asymmetry. We also note that
the absolute size of the final-state effects in the mixed
branch are favorably reduced by the small size of the weak
form
factor
effects are
magnetism
(the final-state

]0

O. o

100

"

= —1.8X10 4Ep((Ep), „) [12].

We conclude by discussing the implications of our work
and the work of other authors for T noninvariance measurements. Through the use of high power laser optical pumping,
it is possible to create highly oriented, high intensity, low
background sources of radioactive nuclei. The use of lasers
clearly makes possible what was not practical in the important early work of Otten [18]. In comparing our work with
the more recent work of Voytas et al. [19] (who performed
direct laser optical pumping on beam-generated
'Na), we
note that we see a comparable degree of orientation, but we
did not observe a reduction in our alignment at early times in
our high temperature data (see Fig 4). Even at the earliest
times after removing the beam (0—0.125 sec) the measured
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